Introduction
Protein-protein association is an important process in biological systems. It is involved in many fundamental processes such as cytoskeletal remodeling [1, 2] , signal transduction [3] [4] [5] , transcription [6] , cell cycle regulation [7, 8] and immune response [9] [10] [11] [12] . Understanding these biological processes at the molecular level requires an understanding of the protein-protein interactions at the molecular level. The chemical nature of protein-protein interfaces has been described as having a composition which is intermediate between the composition of the interior (hydrophobic) and exterior (polar) of a typical protein [13, 14] . Other studies show that the residue compositions of most protein-protein interfaces are more similar to that of protein surfaces than their cores [15, 16] . Moreover, it has been reported that these interfaces have a larger proportion of hydrophobic residues [17] . A recent study revealed that, on average, more than half of the interface area is formed by hydrophobic residues [18] . Furthermore, in the case of the T-lymphocyte cell surface antigen, CD2, the ligand-binding surface is highly charged even more than observed for a typical protein surface [19] . Thus, the chemical nature of protein-protein interfaces varies among different families of protein complexes and hence is not helpful for fully understanding protein-protein associations. The thermodynamic nature of protein-protein interactions is important for our understanding of the association between protein surfaces and potentially provides us with a rational for designing effective ligands that might interfere with protein/ protein association. Consequently, many experimental studies have put effort in the determination of the thermodynamic (free energy of binding) and kinetic quantities (rate constant of association/dissociation) associated with protein-protein complex formation [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Experimental techniques, such as isothermal calorimetry (ITC) or surface plasmon resonance (SPR), while very powerful in providing macroscopic insights do not provide an adequate rationalization for protein-protein association (or interaction) energies in terms of separate energetic contributions, such as electrostatic and/or van der Waals contributions. However, computational methods have the advantage of evaluating each energetic contribution involved in protein-protein association, which allows us to explore these contributions for the entire interface or for individual residues. Several computational studies dealing with prediction of the binding free energy of (ΔG bind ) in protein-protein association as well as the contribution (ΔΔG bind ) of a given residue have appeared [23, 24, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . All these methods are based on molecular mechanics (MM) calculations, using conventional MM force fields such as AMBER [39] and CHARMM [40] , and a dielectric continuum model for the solvent [41] .
Many body effects, such as polarization, can be evaluated with properly parametrized MM force fields [42] , and significant effort has been dedicated to develop polarizable protein force fields [43] [44] [45] . However, difficulties within polarizable force fields, such as molecular flexibility, are not yet well understood [46] and to our knowledge no work has been reported regarding the inclusion of polarization effects in protein-protein association. Moreover, other quantum mechanical phenomena, such as charge transfer (CT), cannot be handled by classical methods. The importance of CT in the energetics of solvated macromolecular systems has been reported in the case of major cold shock protein A (CspA) [47] . The authors showed that charge transfer from protein to solvent is important in the first solvation layer.
Consequently, to explore the polarization and CT contributions in protein-protein interactions, in this paper, we use QM calculations to evaluate the protein-protein interaction energy in the barnase-barstar complex [48] (see Fig. 1 ). Using the earlier reported energy decomposition scheme [49] , the interaction energy was decomposed into electrostatic, polarization and charge transfer contributions. This energy decomposition scheme was implemented using the divide and conquer (DC) semi-empirical method [49] and is available in the DivCon program [50] [51] [52] . The DC method is a linear scaling quantum mechanical approach, which allows the calculation of large molecular systems. By splitting the system into subsystems, the diagonalization of the Fock matrix of the total system is replaced by the diagonalization of several smaller matrixes in the most expensive part of the calculation [50] . Charge flow between subsystems is controlled by subsystem overlap and the Fermi energy. This method, in a modified form, also allows the elimination of polarization or both polarization and charge transfer, from the intermolecular interactions. Analysis of the atomic charges obtained from the separate intermolecular interaction Fig. 1 . Ribbon representation of the structure of barnase barstar complex illustrating barnase (grey), barstar (black) and the important residues in binding at the interface. The atomic coordinates used are derived from the X-ray structure of the complex (Protein Data Bank code 1BRS). calculation can then be used to rationalize the effect of polarization and charge transfer on the charge distribution of the system.
Here we investigate the energy contributions of electrostatic, polarization and CT in the interaction energy of barnase-barstar complex, and the effect of polarization and CT on the charge distribution of the complex. We discuss our results in term of the importance of each contribution and their effects in the formation of the complex in light of previously reported experimental work. Furthermore, we have attempted to identify whether there are other residues which are important (thermodynamically and/or kinetically) for the formation of barnase-barstar complex and have never been investigated experimentally.
Results

MD simulation
The 500 ps MD trajectory of the barnase-barstar complex was used to generate snapshots (on which our energy decomposition scheme was applied), which account for the dynamics of the complex, like H-bond formation and/or breaking, as well as the exposure and/or burial of polar and charged side chains.
Using the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as a criteria for identifying the interface residues of our complex structure (see Methods), we identified in barnase the following interface residues: K27, A37, S38, F56, R59, E60, F82, R83, S85, H102, Y103 and Q104. In barstar, we found Y29, G31, N33, L34, D35, W38, D39, T42, G43, W44 and E46 (which is at the limit of our ΔSASA criteria, i.e. ∼22 Å), as interface residues. During the entire trajectory, these interface residues show very low accessibility to the solvent ( Fig. 2A and B) . Exceptions in barnase are S38, R59, E60, F82 and Q104, and in barstar Y29, W38, W44 and E46. This result was expected since these residues are located at the external interface ring of the complex between barnase and barstar. Fig. 3 shows almost no significant changes in the radius of gyration and the total SASA of the complex during the simulation. This result suggests that the complex is stable during the simulation. The root-mean square deviation (RMSD) along the trajectory between the complex structures and the starting crystal structure (see Methods) shows some variability. It decreases toward 150 ps and then increases till 300 ps; however, it shows less variation around 455 ps and reaches a final value of 1.9 Å. Fig. 4 shows all H-bonds between barnase and barstar. We used a distance cutoff of 2.5 Å between the donor and the acceptor and an angle cutoff between 120°and 180°at the hydrogen atom. There are eight strong H-bonds (R59
) which are present during the entire simulation. Interestingly, each of R59 and R87 has a second H-bond that lasts for more than 60% of time. In the case of E60-L34, two H-bonds exist for 50% of time for each carboxylate oxygen (OD1 and OD2) of E60, due to the rotation of the carboxylate group. However, ignoring the identity of these two H-bonds then E60-L34 has one H-bond, which is present for the entire simulation. The other H-bonds last for 50% of the simulation time or less as shown in Fig. 4 .
The existence of such a H-bond network (side chain-side chain and side chain-backbone) and its long survival during the simulation suggests that the binding between barnase and barstar is quite strong, which is in agreement with the extensive work reported on this complex [53] [54] [55] . The H-bonds at the interface of the barnase-barstar complex seem to prefer to hydrogen bond with other protein atoms rather than water. For example, E76 in barstar is initially exposed to the solvent, but during the MD simulation its SASA decreased from 90 Å 2 to 45 Å 2 during the first 150 ps and after that remained at around 55 Å 2 . The reason for this is the formation of a strong H-bond, which was present throughout the simulation, and another one which was intermediate in duration (Fig. 4) . In contrast with our findings, previous work has reported that these H-bonds are weak due to constraints of the interface [56] , which imply that E76 should prefer to H-bond to water rather than to another residue at the interface of the complex. The MD simulation provided some insights into the barnase-barstar interface, but it was predominantly generated to carry out a QM energy decomposition analysis, which is described in detail below.
Interaction energy decomposition
A comparison of the interaction energy decomposition between the complex C-F (C C-F , see Methods) and the complex B-E (C B-E ) from the PDB (code 1brs) is summarized in Table 1 . In C B-E , three residues, Lys1, Glu64 and Asn65, are absent in barstar, while C C-F lacks the first two residues Ala1 and Gln2 in barnase (see Methods). The purpose of this comparison was to choose the 'best' complex structure to be used in this work and to verify if there are any differences between the complexes in the PDB file, since other computational works on this complex have used C B-E [34, 57] . In both complexes, the electrostatics, polarization and charge transfer interactions calculated with either AM1 or PM3 Hamiltonian favor the formation of the complex. While the contribution of polarization in E INT is similar for both complexes, the electrostatics is ∼14% higher in C C-F than C B-E , and the charge transfer (CT) is ∼12% lower in C C-F than C B-E . The CT difference between complexes can be attributed to the absence of some of the H-bonds at the interface in the case of C C-F . Indeed, the route for a CT interaction has been reported to be via hydrogen bonding [47, 58] . Simple geometric criteria for H-bond determination show that C B-E has four more H-bonds than C C-F at the interface, due to the absent residues in the structure. In summary, our interaction energy decomposition for both complexes indicates that electrostatics is the dominant component in the association of the barnase-barstar complex. Although the importance of electrostatic has similar trend in both complexes, as it has been reported for C B-E [34] , we suggest that, for any similar type of calculations, missed residues or side chain atoms have to be modeled in order to avoid any misinterpretation of electrostatic or energetic contributions in the complex formation.
In the remainder of this article, we will only analyze the C C-F complex. To account for the dynamics of the complex, we have applied the interaction energy decomposition scheme to five snapshots from the MD trajectory (100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ps). These calculations show that the electrostatic energy is stabilizing for binding and constitutes between ∼ 60% (PM3) and ∼ 73% (AM1) of the total interaction energy between barnase and barstar ( Table 2) . It is well known that the solvation effect (electrostatic part) opposes protein-protein binding due to the desolvation penalty of polar and charged residues [20, 59, 60] . Barnase-barstar complex is an extremely tight-binding complex containing many polar and charged groups at the interface (see MD simulation) and has a K D of 10 14 M [53, 54] , which suggests that electrostatic interactions between the two proteins play a key role in this tight-binding and our energy decomposition results confirm this. Polarization contributes ∼ 6% (AM1 and PM3) to the total interaction energy and charge transfer (CT) ∼ 21% (AM1) to ∼ 34% (PM3). Polarization and CT also have a stabilizing effect on the binding. While the contribution of polarization is similar for both Hamiltonians (AM1 and PM3), there is a difference of 13% in the electrostatics contribution. For PM3, the core-core repulsion term contains non-physical "shoulders" in and around the minimum region which potentially may make this term more repulsive than in AM1 [49, 61] .
Polarization effect
Figs. 5A and 6A show the effect of polarization and CT on the charge distribution as the results of complexation calculated using AM1 and PM3, respectively. The bars represent the standard deviation (S.D.) in the partial charges of one residue in the five snapshots. The residues of the complex correlated to those of barnase and barstar are shown in separate plots. Polarization significantly alters the charge distribution of the complex, and the dashed lines in the figures indicate the average boundary of the polarization effect on the residue. For both monomers, the average range is between −0.005 and 0.005e, but for some residues the polarization effect of the total charge of the residue can be as large as ±0.2e. Upon complexation, polarization effects significantly alter the charged and polar residues; however, hydrophobic residues are affected as well, A37(+), G40(+) In general, negatively charged residues gain electrons, while positively charged residues lose electrons upon polarization. However, exceptions to this general rule exist as shown in Figs. 5A and 6A. Polarization is strongly dependent on the local environment [62] . For example, E60 in barnase loses electrons as well as D35 in barstar. Close inspection of the environment of Table 1 Comparison of interaction energy decomposition between B E and C F complexes of banase barstar these residues reveals that both residues are at the interface of the complex and, in particular, they are at 5.6 Å (centroid-tocentroid) distance from each other. While the carboxyl groups of these residues do not come closer than 6.0 Å a strong H-bond E60(H)-D35(OD2) is formed which persists during the MD simulation (d = 2.0 Å and θ = 150.1°). This is an example of how strongly the environment influences the polarization of certain residues. Interesting examples are F56 or F82 in barnase, which both gain electrons, while F74 in barstar loses electrons. Close inspection of the local environment of the latter shows to be surrounded by hydrophobic residues: V70, L71, A77 and I84 of barstar at distances less than 5.9 Å (centroid-to-centroid). F82 is near G81 (∼ 4.4 Å) and no other residue at distances less than 6.0 Å. F56 is surrounded by S58 and N59 (less than ∼ 5.0 Å), W71 (∼ 5.4 Å) and E73 (∼ 5.8 Å). This comparison suggests that Phe's in hydrophobic environments lose electrons, while in polar environments they gain electrons. This clearly indicates how the polarization effect is greatly influenced by the characteristics of the local environment.
Figs. 5A and 6A show that the polarization effect on the charge distribution of barnase is evenly distributed among the protein residues with a particularly strong effect on those residues located at the interface of the complex and hence interacting with barstar residues. In the case of barstar, the effect of polarization has a localized effect on certain residues, while on the others there is only small effect. Consequently, two major sequence regions of barstar protein were identified. The first region includes residues between P27 and Y47 and the second region has residues between N65 and D83. Although the X-ray structure of the complex has revealed the important regions of the protein monomers involved in complex formation, with our interaction energy decomposition scheme (in particular the polarization effect), it is possible to clearly identify such regions as shown in Figs. 5A and 6A, especially in the case of barstar. The identification of these two regions supports the reported works showing some "hot spots" residues in the same regions, using a classical continuum electrostatic model [57] , as well as hybrid QM/MM strategy [63] . 
. The charge transfer effect
Figs. 5B and 6B show the effect of CT on the charge distribution of the complex calculated with AM1 and PM3, respectively. The bars represent the standard deviation (SD) in the partial charges of one residue in the five snapshots. The chargetransfer effect has less impact on the charge distribution of barnase and barstar than polarization. For CT, the boundaries on the charges within which most residues appear are between − 0.00075 and 0.00075 (not shown). Positive CT effect means that residues lose electrons and negative CT effect means a gain of electrons. In general for negatively charged residues, positive CT effect occurs, while for positively charged residues the CT effect is negative. Figs . 5B and 6B show that charged residues are the source of the largest CT between monomers. However, about half of the residues are hydrophilic (S57, N58, N84, S85, Y103, Q104) in barnase, and two hydrophilic (Y29, N33) and three hydrophobic (L34, W38, A40) in barstar. The CT effect on the charge distribution of monomers is mainly at the interface, and close inspection of those residues reveals that they are involved in H-bonds between barnase and barstar except W38, which makes H-bonds with L34 and L41 in barstar, respectively.
Polarization and charge transfer effects by residue type
To further analyze the effect of polarization and CT on the charge distribution of the barnase-barstar complex, we calculated their average effects for each residue type as shown in Tables 3 and 4 . For barnase, the average polarization shows a strong effect on the negatively charged and hydrophilic groups. Instead, CT affects the positively charged groups as well as hydrophilic groups. For barstar, the polarization, on average, affects the hydrophilic groups, while the CT affects almost exclusively the negatively charged groups. As expected from the charge complementarity at the interface between barnase and barstar, the average flow of charge takes places between negatively and positively charged groups with the further contribution of hydrophilic groups in barnase. In Table 5 , the calculated percentage of CT effect shows that the negatively charged groups are the source of most of CT from barstar to barnase, while it is the opposite in the case of barnase to barstar, namely positively charged groups are the source for the CT. Thus, there is a net flow of electrons from barstar to barnase as a result of the CT effect. The total amount of charge transferred from barstar to barnase is ∼ 0.21 electrons for AM1 and ∼ 0.31 electrons for PM3 (Table 6 ). In the case of barnase, the hydrophilic groups have substantial contribution to CT of 11.3% (PM3) and 15% (AM1). The CT effect is localized within the two regions (see above) in barstar, while barnase again shows a distributed CT effect throughout the interface with barstar. This suggests that barstar was highly optimized to specifically inhibit the RNase activity of barnase, using few residues that are ultimately affected by polarization and CT effects while the rest of the protein residues do not (Figs. 5 and 6 ).
Discussion
The interaction energy decomposition scheme applied here to study barnase-barstar complex association revealed a major and important favorable contribution of electrostatics in the formation of this complex (Table 2) . However, it has been reported that the electrostatic binding free energy in barnasebarstar complex, based on continuum solvent model, is unfavorable [57] , a near zero contribution [64] and a favorable contribution when high protein dielectric constant was used [65] . These contradictory results may be attributed mainly to the lack Table 3 Effect of polarization and charge transfer on the charge distribution of barnase c Average of all residues of the particular type over all snapshots.
of inclusion of polarization contribution in standard force fields that use atomic charges as conformation and environment configuration independent. Indeed, recent study, using QM/MM protocol to obtain self-consistent point charge model of the protein electrostatic potential, has shown the importance of polarization contribution in the electrostatic potential determination in proteins [63] . Our result, revealing the importance of favorable electrostatics in the formation of this complex, has been obtained using semi-empirical QM calculation and hence shows the importance in using such methodologies, whenever it is possible, to overcome the problem associated with polarization contribution in standard MM force fields. The interaction energy decomposition results using AM1 and PM3 Hamiltonians show similar trends; however, the magnitude of CT effects is different between these Hamiltonians. This difference reaches 0.07 electrons for some residues (Table 3 for   positive groups and Table 4 for negative groups), but the precise origin of this effect is not clear [47] . However, plausible origin for this effect might be caused by the difference in the hydrogen bonding geometry preference for these Hamiltonians. AM1 favors bifurcated structures with nonlinear O⃛ H and N⃛ H hydrogen bonds, while PM3 favors linear hydrogen bonds [66, 67] .
As reported for the CspA-water system [47] , CT occurs between residues that are hydrogen bonded with one another and, hence, introduce a covalent character to this type of interaction. Recently, different groups have established this experimentally [68] [69] [70] [71] . However, the establishment of the partial covalent character of the H-bond interaction is due to Comptonscattering experiments on ice crystals [72] . The CT effect is QM in nature and results in the sharing of electrons between a pair of molecules that are hydrogen bonded. Biological systems (proteins, DNA, RNA, etc.) use H-bonds to build up c Average of all residues of the particular type over all snapshots.
their tertiary structures, to facilitate inter/intramolecular association, to affect catalysis and to interact with the surrounding solvent. Thus, the QM treatment of biological systems is necessary to explore CT effects, which may have important implication for their function. Classical methods (MM and continuum electrostatic model) cannot presently quantify such QM processes. While the accurate evaluation of binding free energies is important, we have focused on exploring the driving forces in the association of two proteins (the barnase-barstar complex). Classical methods for treating protein-protein interactions take into account only electrostatic and hydrophobic contributions (for a review see [73] ). Our QM interaction energy decomposition scheme reveals that polarization and CT have a substantial contribution to the barnase-barstar association energy. These contributions (polarization or CT) have not been previously considered in any interaction energy calculation between proteins. Obviously, this is due to the QM nature of CT and the lack of well polarized force fields in the molecular mechanics methods that have been used. By investigating the polarization and CT effects, we were able to reveal the interfacial residues that are involved in strong polarization and CT interactions. Indeed, we found many of the residues that have been experimentally reported to be important for the complex formation, such as K27, R59, E60, E73, R83, R87 and H102 in barnase, and Y29, D35 W38, D39, T42, W44, E80 and E76 in barstar (Figs. 5 and 6) [53, 54, 74, 75] , were affected by polarization and CT interactions. For example, in barstar, N33 was affected by polarization and CT, while V73 only had a significant polarization effect, suggesting they are important in the formation of the complex. These residues were reported to be important for the binding between barnase and barstar, using electrostatic continuum model [57] . Unfortunately, no experimental studies have been reported for these two residues in this complex and hence no comparison with our results is possible yet. Furthermore, to investigate if there is any correlation between our QM findings and the destabilizing effect of these known residues on the experimental binding free Table 6 Charge transfer from barstar to barnase energies (ΔΔG bind ), we have compared ΔΔG bind with the polarization and CT effects on these residues. While ΔΔG bind and polarization or CT are two different physico-chemical proprieties (kcal/mol and electron unit, respectively), such comparison reveals an interesting aspect of our QM methodology. Fig. 7 shows this comparison, using PM3 Hamiltonian as an example, where the polarization and CT effects have been scaled to match the range of ΔΔG bind (see details in Methods). Except for few residues (see arrows in Fig. 7) , the comparison shows very good agreement (Fig. 7C for the CT effect), which suggests that our QM methodology not only can predict the important residues in protein-protein formation, but to some extent it may be able to predict the extent of the impact of these residues in the protein complexes formation. Note that if polarization and CT effects are combined the impact of these residues on the protein complex formation can be well captured. Fig. 7A and B show that what is well captured with polarization effect is not with CT effect and vice versa. Our findings demonstrate the usefulness of this interaction energy decomposition scheme in revealing key residues in the interaction between barnase and barstar. Consequently, we can predict that other residues, never investigated experimentally, may be important for binding (thermodynamically and/or kinetically). Thus, other residues, which may have an important role to play in the association of these proteins through both polarization and CT effects are S57, N58, S85 and Y103 in barnase, and N33, L34 and A40 in barstar. On the basis of only the polarization effect, we suggest the following residues: A37, K39, G40, N41, F56, K63, N77, F82, T99 and T100 in barnase, and Y30, G31, E32, A36, L37, L41, G43, Y47, V73, G81 and D83 in barstar.
In this work, we did not include in our QM calculations the water molecules at the interface between barnase and barstar as it has been reported in their X-ray structure (pdb code 1brs). We used MD snapshots in our analysis of protein-protein interactions in order to take into account structural fluctuations [76] , and the effect of water molecules, that pass through the interface during the MD simulation, on residues located at the interface between the proteins. However, to test the impact of water molecules located at the interface on the interaction energy and polarization and CT effects, we have included six deeply buried water molecules that are bridging the two proteins via a H-bonding network (for details see Methods). The interaction energy decomposition revealed a similar trend in the energy contributions: E ES ∼ 73% (AM1) and ∼60% (PM3), E POL ∼ 5.3% (AM1) and 5.1% (PM3), and E CT ∼ 21.7% (AM1) and ∼34.9% (PM3). Note that for the interaction energy a small increase was reported, E INT − 519 kcal/mol (AM1) and −544 kcal/mol (PM3) when compared with E INT from the MD simulation ( Table 2 ). The polarization and CT effects on the charge distribution of the complex are summarized in Fig. 8A and B, respectively, using PM3 Hamiltonian as an example. Fig. 8 shows a similar trend in polarization and CT effects for the residues at the interface (Figs. 5 and 6) , with small changes in CT effect for some residues, such as K27. However, the polarization effect is small for these water molecules, while the CT effect is slightly higher as these water molecules are making a H-bonding network between the proteins at the interface. This clearly suggests that water molecules at the interface contribute little to the interaction energy between the proteins as revealed with our QM methodology, but with no substantial effect on interaction energy contributions as well as the polarization and CT effects on the charge distribution of the system. Instead, for protein-small ligand complexes, we expect that the water molecules located at the interface will have a higher impact.
Conclusions
Our MD simulation of barnase-barstar shows that the complex is stable along the calculated trajectory and that the majority of the H-bonds at the interface of the complex are strong (N90% present during the entire trajectory). Our QM calculations show that electrostatics dominates and stabilizes the interaction between barnase and barstar. Charge transfer is important in this interaction because it stabilizes the complex and affects the charge distribution of the system at the protein-protein interface (residues involved in the binding). The charge transfer takes place between residues connected through hydrogen bonds. However, while polarization contributes less to the interaction energy between barnase and barstar its effect on the charge distribution of the complex is large. Furthermore, our calculations reveal the existence of two regions in barstar, which were strongly affected by polarization and charge transfer, while the rest of the protein was virtually unaffected. For barnase, this is not the case, because these effects were distributed all over the protein, especially for polarization effect. The existence of these two regions in barstar implies that the latter is well optimized to specifically inhibit barnase activity, since specific and few residues play major role in the interaction with barnase.
The interaction energy decomposition scheme used in this work identifies most of the experimentally reported residues that are important for the binding between barnase and barstar. The key aspect of the methodology is not only detecting the important residues but the separation of the effects of the polarization and charge transfer on the charge distribution of the complex. This type of analysis, applied to the protein-protein complex (barnase-barstar complex as an example), is presented here for the first time. The analysis clearly shows the importance of these effects in protein-protein associations and, hence, for other biological systems as well (i.e., DNA-protein and RNA-protein).
The possibility of analyzing separately these effects is a step forward towards a better understanding of these interactions. Our QM methodology has the potential of quantifying the impact of the residues at the interface on the binding free energy of protein complexes using polarization and CT effects. Furthermore, our QM methodology shows that the electronic structure of water molecules located at the interface of barnase-barstar complex does not affect dramatically the polarization and CT effects due to protein-protein interaction; however, we expect that the effect of these water molecules on the interaction of proteins with small ligands to be more substantial.
Finally, our calculations have another important aspect that may be helpful in drug design of small organic compounds and peptides aimed at inhibiting protein/protein associations. The ultimate goal of the investigation of protein-protein interaction energies is not only limited to the calculation of accurate binding free energies, but rather to the exploration of either inhibiting or enhancing protein-protein interactions (i.e., using in silico mutagenesis to study mutation effects on complexation). Hence, via the use of this energy decomposition scheme to map the individual energy contribution to the interactions at the protein-protein interface and precisely identify the key residues in the complex formation may allow the design of novel protein or small molecule inhibitors that take advantage of hot spots at the protein-protein interface.
Methods
Theory
For completeness and clarity, we first briefly review the DC semi-empirical scheme for the decomposition of the interaction energy [49] . In the DC method, the system of interest is divided into subsystems. Since density matrix elements between atoms of two subsystems are only different from zero when these subsystems overlap, charge flow between subsystems only occurs when the subsystems overlap. For the case of two proteins A and B (AB is the complex formed by A and B), placed in different subsystems, the overlap between the A and B subsystems can be written as (A:AB, B:AB), which indicates that the density matrix elements between subsystems are not zero. The total number of electrons is constrained by the Fermi energy ε F . Thus, the interaction energy between A and B is given by Here (A:A, B:B) indicates that the two subsystems do not overlap, so that the density matrix elements between the two subsystems are zero. Energies are now shown as explicit functions of the A-B separation (r) and the density matrix at this separation (P(r)). The electrostatic energy can be obtained by bringing the infinitely separated solute and solvent subsystems to the equilibrium distance, without relaxation of the density matrix: By allowing charge flow within the A and B subsystems only, the polarization energy is obtained: Thus, the interaction energy between the two proteins in the complex is:
MD simulation
We have used the complex C-F of barnase-barstar from the protein databank (1brs) [48] where all residues were present except the two first residues of barnase. The missing atoms in residues K19, D22, E29, Q31, K39, V45, K49, S67 and R110 of barnase, and K22, E28, E46, E64, N65 and S89 of barstar were added using SPA. SPA inserts the best rotamer of the residue of interest (scored by an energy function similar to the AMBER force field) by keeping the best energies for side chain-backbone and side chain-side chain interactions [77] . Then the complex was minimized for the newly restored residues while keeping the rest of the residues fixed (using a harmonic potential constraint with a constant force of 50 kcal/mol/Å 2 ) in order to insure that the optimized structure does not diverge significantly from the crystal structure. The MD simulation of the barnase-barstar complex was performed with TIP3P [78] water using the AMBER5 program [79] . The time step was 1.5 fs with bonds fixed by SHAKE [80] , the formal charge of the complex of − 4e was neutralized by adding Na + ions, the temperature was 300 K, van der Waals interactions were truncated at 10.0 Å, while electrostatic interactions were fully calculated with the Particle Mesh Ewald method [81] . After performing energy minimization only on the water molecules, 50 ps of solvent equilibration at 300 K were calculated after including the Na + ions. Following equilibration, a trajectory of 500 ps was calculated.
Interaction energy decomposition in barnase-barstar complex
Snapshots of 100 ps, 200 ps, 300 ps, 400 ps and 500 ps were obtained from the MD simulation of barnase-barstar complex.
Density matrixes P(∞) and P(r) were constructed from the density matrix of the separate proteins and from the density matrix of the complex in a continuum (with dielectric constant of 80), followed by one SCF calculation. All calculations were performed with the semi-empirical AM1 [82] or PM3 [83, 84] Hamiltonian as implemented in the DivCon program [51] . The dielectric continuum calculations were performed with a modification of the DivCon program [85] , which includes the Delphi program [41] using CM2 charges [86] . A cutoff of 8.0 Å was used for the offdiagonal elements of the Fock, 1-electron and density matrixes.
Charge distribution analysis
The polarization effect was calculated from the difference between partial charges obtained from the calculation of E[(ε [86] charges rather than Mulliken charges were used, since CM2 charges have been shown to provide a better description of the dipole moments for small molecules [86] .
Water molecules treatment and polarization and charge transfer effects quantification
To test the influence of water molecules at the interface between barnase and barstar on our QM interaction energy decomposition scheme, we have explicitly included six water molecules from the complex CF (pdb code 1brs). The choice of these water molecules is based on simple criteria; water molecules with no solvent accessible surface area are bridging both proteins with H-bonds, or indirectly with another water molecule. Since our QM treats a system with only two subsystems, A and B, we included in the QM calculations three water molecules with each protein (two as directly bridging both proteins and one as indirectly bridging one of the proteins and a water molecule). To compare the difference in the experimental binding free energy (ΔΔG bind ) between the WT barnasebarstar complex and its single mutants [74, 75] and the polarization and CT effects using the PM3 Hamiltonian as an example (a similar trend is found with AM1), we have proceeded as follows: because all calculated ΔΔG bind were positive, we used the absolute values of either polarization or CT effect and scaled them (by a simple multiplicative factor of 455 and 55 respectively) to be able to compare them to ΔΔG bind .
